VOLANTÉ™ MONITOR LIFT

Single and dual monitor mounts can be
mounted to the main platform through
the grommet at the rear of it.

Press the paddles beneath the main
platform to adjust the platform height,
and release to lock the workstation in
the new position.

With Volanté, adding Sit-Stand
capability to an existing workstation
couldn’t be easier. The tool-free
installation takes minutes and only
requires an existing desk or tabletop
at least 24" deep.

A cantilevered design allows Volanté
to securely hold 35lbs of equipment
20" above the tabletop, but a
pneumatic mechanism with infinite
adjustability allows you to position the
monitor lift anywhere over its 13.8"
height range. Height adjustments with
the paddle controls will be familiar
to anyone with a task chair.

In addition to the spacious 35.4" x
15.7" main platform, Volanté includes
a 26.4" x 7.5" keyboard and mouse
platform. This keyboard platform can

be tilted over a 20° range to achieve
the perfect typing angle whether
the user is in a standing or seated
position.

Sleek and intuitive doesn’t mean
underpowered when it comes to
Volanté. The capacity and size of
the main platform are sufficient to
accommodate 2-24" monitors side
by side, and a grommet at the rear of
it allows you to use a monitor mount
to support them. If your monitor is
on a stand, the grommet can be
covered completely or partially
to allow cables to pass through.

Regardless of the equipment you
choose to use with it, Volanté will
make joining the Sit-Stand revolution
a breeze.

A 13.8" height range allows you to set
the height of the monitor platform
exactly where you need it, from
6.2" - 20" above the tabletop.

The keyboard tray tilt can be set at
any angle over a 20° range, ensuring
every user will be able to find an
ergonomic typing position.
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